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Oct. 18, 1939. 

Dear Dave: 

Yours of 17th, with report and note personally to me, received, 

I get the picture, Doing all I can, and hope to have enclo- 
sure to go with this, a little anyway, I see the other things 
also, and that is in other hands, 

About booklet with the cover, that is OUR own production for 
selling -- maybe I should not have sent to you, but thought 
you'd see at a glance JUST WHAY it was, His speeches will 
have NO GOVERS, and none contemplated. “hat is so valuable 
we turned it into a booklet for sale, as you'll see by looking 
at the back ,-@-0-~t==y 

We are covering up copyright on each book going out -- pasting 
something over it, and assume any other necessary step will 
be taken, 

As to the story printed, that is not in my hands, I see 
the point, 

Enclosed is material from Seventh "Golden Script." I've 
marked verse 50, chapter 39, page 1 of my October loth 
copy herewith, which will give you an idea of the application ’ 
I make in your case -- which is just what you will find to (Loker oo 
be the case, the opposite instance is indicated verse 57. — 

"Tllegal Entry of Aliens" herewith, Called to my attention 
by Mr. Hatfield, and understand he has forwarded the informa- 
tion to the Doctor. However, here is documented sase found 
in The Detroit Jewish Chronicle, Sept, 8th, which indicates 
violation of the “Aliens Excluded" statute, and that it is 
the regular practice and has been going on for a long time 
without a doubt, I think you know where to place this 
in good hands -- not so much for the statute quotation as 

the one following from the Jewish newspapers, I could dig ' 

up other Jew newspaper articles, I think, but this is 

& clear statement, 

Sincerely yours, 

 


